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- In 1992, Giichi Nomura, the former Director of our Association, gave a speech at the 

inauguration ceremony of the International Year of the World's Indigenous People as 

one of the representatives of indigenous peoples around the world. Since then, we 

have been calling for the Japanese government to specify the legal standing of the 

Ainu people in the history of Japan's legal system and to include this issue in the 

government reports to the CERD, as Material-2 demonstrates. 

However, the Japanese government has not yet recognized Ainu as an indigenous 

people, on the ground that the United Nations has not offered unambiguous definition 

of indigenous peoples. 

- For this presentation, we prepared two materials to share with you. One is a domestic 

legal document from 1911 in which the Japanese government declared that the 

indigenous land of the Ainu people, Hokkaido, is a colony in the same way as Taiwan, 

and Sakhalin. The other is an international treaty signed in 1912 by four countries: 

America, Russia, Canada (the British colony at the time), and Japan, in which the 

Japanese government recognized x\inu people's hunting rights by legally placing Ainu 

on the same ground as Aleuts and Canadian and American Indians. 

Additionally, we note that Taiwan and Sakhalin, both of which were Japanese colonies 

before the end of WWII, now work on this issue, as the governments recognize the 

existence of indigenous peoples and legislate remedial policies for them. 

- We are presenting these materials to highlight to the participants of this forum the 

legitimacy of our claim that the Japanese government should recognize us Ainu as an 

indigenous people. We were in such a vulnerable position that we could not even 

negotiate a treaty with the Japanese government. 

- In Japan, legislative infrastructure for the Ainu has only begun to be laid out with the 

enactment of the Ainu Cultural Promotion Act. 

The current constitution of Japan does not include racial/elhnic stipulations, and 



therefore, improvement of Ainu people's human rights conditions could not 

materialize without the completion of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples and the recognition of indigenous peoples within the country. As Material-1 

shows, on December 20th, 2006, our association requested high-ranking officials of 

the government to take drastic measures to address inequalities between different 

ethnic groups in Japan, to establish a review board body for these issues at the 

national level based on the recognition of us as an indigenous people, and to 

reconsider the current legislation, the Ainu Cultural Promotion Act, and legislate 

policies that cover wider economic, social, and cultural lives of the Ainu people. 

- The past Japanese colonization within Asia started with colonization of the Ainu 

people. We feel that it is necessary that Japan confronts the historical facts and adopts 

policies that acknowledge its responsibility towards the Ainu people. Such policies 

would also address the comment by the government representative, the Minister of 

Foreign Affairs Human Rights Chief in Material-2, help mainstream human rights in 

Japan, mark a true end to Japan's colonialism, foster peace and social justice in 

international society. We are hopeful that Japan will become a nation truly committed 

to human rights, and we believe that it will. 

In light of these observations, we call upon the Permanent Forum to urge the Japanese 

government to do the following: 

1. That the Japanese government note the concern and follow the recommendation of 

the concluding observations of the Human Rights Committee (1998) and the 

concluding observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial 

Discrimination (2001 

2. That the Japanese government acknowledge Ainu as an indigenous people and 

pass legislation to recognize Ainu's indigenous rights. 

Thank you for listening to my speech. 


